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Abstract. Several types of development strategies are available to pro-
vide digital games in a reusable way. However, the idea of a “one-size-fits-
all” architecture for digital games can be problematic, being preferable
to build dedicated architectures for specific game genres. This paper
proposes the development of feature-based artifacts for the production
of digital board games. It presents a subdomain game architecture that
represents configurable features of core concepts related to board games
(the game model and controller), and implements feature artifacts ca-
pable of being executed in distinct game clients (the game view). For
validation purposes, two types of classic board games, together with a
proposed web client for board games, were developed, consolidating as a
result a software product line approach to develop classic board games.

Keywords: Feature modeling · Software product line · Board games.

1 Introduction

Game development is a complex task that requires technical mastery and inte-
gration skills from several areas of computer science [26]. In fact, many of the
major traditional challenges on software engineering arise during the develop-
ment of digital games as complex software systems, such as large-scale software
engineering, game requirements engineering, game software design, and so on
[26]. However, develop digital games is not the same as develop traditional soft-
ware systems [12], which causes some specific problems during their production.

Regarding digital game development strategies, the reuse of specific compo-
nents for game development, which can be provided or not by SDKs, frameworks
and game engines [14], can reduce the development time and cost [9] to provide
desired games. However, reused game components may restrict or predetermine
the types of digital games that can be developed [26], changing as a consequence
the initial game design idea for adapting purposes, and providing as a result an
“unwanted” game project for the game designer.

In this sense, one possible solution would be to separate the core of the
game logic (the G-factor) from the implementation resources, allowing a game
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portability between development environments to be reused in distinct game
productions [3]. However, the idea of a “one-size-fits-all” architecture for digital
games can be problematic for many reasons, being preferable to build dedicated
architectures for specific game genres [12].

This paper proposes the development of feature-based artifacts for the pro-
duction of digital board games. The objective is to represent configurable features
of core concepts related to board games (the game model and controller), and
implement feature artifacts able to execute configured features in distinct game
clients (the game view). As a result, a simple and scalable digital board game
development approach is provided, which can be classified as a Software Product
Line [20] able to generates new games through configured board game features.

2 Related Work

2.1 Feature Modeling and Development

Features are aspects or characteristics of a domain that are visible to the user
[16], which are used to identify similarities or differences between products in
a product line [1], and can be defined as a unit of functionality of a software
system that meets a requirement [2].

Kang et al. [16] introduced the concept of feature, originally presented as
part of Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA). According to them [16],
Feature Modeling is used to identify system properties during domain analysis,
and the feature model represents standard features of a family of systems and
the relationships between them [16].

Feature-Oriented Software Development (FOSD) [2] is a paradigm for the
construction, customization and synthesis of large-scale software systems in
terms of features. According to Apel and Kästner [2], the FOSD is not a single
development method or technique but a combination of different ideas, methods,
tools, languages, formalisms and theories, connected by the concept of feature.

2.2 FOSD and Digital Game Development

Regarding the use of feature based approaches in the development of digital
games, Zhang and Jarzabek [27] proposed the RPG Product Line Architecture
(RPG-PLA), a set of common and variable features where any of the four original
RPGs, as well as other similar games, could be derived from the RPG-PLA.

Furtado et al. presented the ArcadEx Software Product Line, a SPL created
for 2D arcade games [11]. It is an improvement over the SharpLudus project
[13], and it uses feature models to describe the commonality and variability of
the 2D game domain.

Zualkernan proposed a Feature Modelling Framework for Ubiquitous Embod-
ied Learning Games (UELG) [28], which represents educational games where
the players interact with an augmented physical environment. It is an approach
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designed with the intent of reducing the cost and shorten the development life-
cycle of such ubiquitous systems, while including features regarding pedagogy
and learning concepts [28].

Finally, Sarinho et al. have been obtained some interesting results in the
development of digital games by FODA and FOSD paradigms, such as reusable
features focused on digital game concepts and implementation aspects (NESI
[22] and GDS [25] models), SPL structures to provide digital games by feature
configurations (FEnDiGa [23] and MEnDiGa [6]), and feature development for
specific game genres and categories (AsKME [24]).

2.3 Board Games

Board games are a specific group of games where figures are manipulated in a
competitive game mode played over a surface according to predefined rules [7].
The expression board game is used to refer to games played on a table [8], even
those without a board such as classic card games. Board games usually have
a delimited surface divided into sectors where a set of pieces, associated with
players by shape or color, are moved according to the events of the game [18].

Objectives, rules, strategies and win conditions can be quite diverse on board
games, such as conquering the most areas of the board, eliminating pieces of the
opponents, achieving the highest score, or gathering the most of some form
of currency [18]. Regarding the various mechanics present in board games, the
Board Game Geek (BGG) is one of the largest and most used forums dedicated to
board games on the internet [17]. This site is dedicated to cataloging information
about physical board games in order to maintain a database for posterity and
historical research [4]. Containing a listing of 99953 board games, 83 categories
and 51 game mechanics [4], the BGG database became a source of information
widely used by game designers and researchers alike [17].

2.4 Board Game Models

Based on available information of the BGG database, Kritz, Mangeli, and Xexéo
[17] proposed a board game mechanics ontology, following the concept of me-
chanics presented in the MDA (Mechanics, Dynamics e Aesthetics) Framework
[15]. MDA is a formal approach to analyzing games, built with the goal of under-
standing the concepts that help designers, researchers and scholars to perform
the decomposition of games into coherent and understandable parts [15].

Thus, the proposed ontology organizes several board game mechanics [4] into
two main concepts: Algorithm mechanics and Data Representation mechanics.
Algorithm is the general mechanic for the processes that take place in the game
and is subdivided into: Action — a set of mechanics that allow the user to
interact with the game; Ruleset — mechanics that define, among other aspects,
the behavior of the components of the game; and Goal - mechanics that define
the various goals to be achieved during the game, such as win conditions or
transitory goals. Data Representation is the general mechanic for storing and
conveying information in games and is divided into: Component — representing
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the elements of the game that the players can own and manipulate directly; and
Resource — representing the elements of the game that the player must manage
to fulfill goals.

Finally, the Quiz Board Game Model proposed a formal model to represent
quizzes as board games with multimedia appeal [7]. It describes board games
as a set containing: objects, positions, functions, actions, rules and effects. The
game is presented on a background image, where objects of various types are ar-
ranged in positions according to a matrix that describes their initial layout. Quiz
questions are distributed according to board game positions, and are presented
to the player through multimedia assets as objects reach these positions.

3 Metodology

As three main stages of this work: 1) a feature model was proposed to represent
features for the board game domain; 2) a development approach was defined to
describe, configure and interpret the proposed board game features; and 3) a
board game client was implemented in order to execute configured features.

3.1 Features for Board Games

Feature Models [16] are used to describe the relationships and dependencies of
a set of features belonging to a specific domain [2]. For this work, a feature
model was proposed to describe generic software components for the production
of digital board games. These features were designed to represent families of
board games according to board game concepts found in literature [4,7,17].

The proposed model presents 88 features responsible for describing a Board
Game, such as the game Id, the game logic as a whole (Game Flow) and the
information that is handled during a gameplay (Game Data). Game Flow is
represented in terms of Actions, Rules and Game Events, while Game Data
describes the Component Options, the Board Options and the Player Options
of the game. A complete diagram of all features proposed by this paper can be
found at https://github.com/lenda-uefs/BoardGameEngine.

Regarding the Game Data subfeatures, Component Options represents the
configuration of the objects that can be manipulated by the players during
matches [17], such as Dice or Tokens of different types (Token Type) (Fig. 1).
A Token Type is identified by a Type Id, which is referenced by a Token, and it
configures the visual representation of the Token by mapping a Player Id to a
Image File. Tokens are positioned on the board according to their Position Id.
Dice appear in two distinct types: the N-sided Die represents a common dice,
containing a sequence of numbers from 1 to N; and the Special Die can be used
by the Game Designer to represent custom dice, containing a list of custom
values (Value Set). Components can belong to a specific player, identified by
feature Owner Id.

Still on Game Data (Fig. 2), the Board Options feature represents the game
board, which consists of a Background Image and a set of Positions which can

https://github.com/lenda-uefs/BoardGameEngine
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Fig. 1. Component Options subfeatures.

take on various types of (Position Type). Positions are identified by a Position
Id. They have limited bounds defined by the Area feature and are located by the
Location feature, which represent the Cartesian coordinates of the Position on
the Background Image. Positions can hold a certain number of Tokens accord-
ing to its Capacity feature. The remaining Position features are determined by
the Board Type. On Grid boards, Positions are organized in a two-dimensional
array, with the feature Grid Index holding its two-dimensional index. On Point
to Point boards, Positions may point to adjacent positions (Previous Position
and Next Position), forming the path to be traversed by the Tokens. Both Pre-
vious Position and Next Position can refer to more than one Position, allowing
multiple paths to be formed on the board.

Fig. 2. Partial feature diagram for the Game Data feature.

Finally, Player Options represent the game settings regarding the number of
players (Player Count), their identifiers (Player Id) and their attributes (Player
Attribute). Player Attribute represents a list containing the various types of
resources that players can accumulate during the game, such as score points and
values to be used as currency. These resources are represented by Name, Value,
a textual description (Description) and an illustrative image (Image).
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Fig. 3. Partial feature diagram for the Game Flow feature.

Regarding the Game Flow subfeatures (Fig. 3), the Action feature represents
the set of actions that can be performed during the game. Each Action Type is
presented to the player by an Action Label, which contains a textual description
of the Action to be performed. By these actions, the player is able to change
the state of the game, manipulating Components and/or Player Attributes. For
example, through the feature Roll Dice, the player is able to interact with the
Component Dice to generate random numbers. Select Token and Select Position
allow the player to mark a Token or a Position respectively. End Turn allows
the player to end his movement, giving the turn to the next player. Finally, the
feature Move Token is used to move Tokens between Positions, according to the
rules that will be discussed ahead.

Performing actions and evaluating rules can trigger several Game Events.
Currently, these events include: Dice Event — triggered when a value is retrieved
from a dice roll; Passing Event and Stopping Event — which are triggered when
a Token, respectively, passes through or stops on a Position; End Turn and
End Game — respectively triggered when a turn or game is completed; Token
Eliminated — triggered when the player loses a Token; and Token Select —
triggered when the player selects a Token.

Rule features are responsible for evaluating the execution possibility of Ac-
tion features according to the current state of the game. It also defines the
configuration of other aspects of the game, such as Token Movement, the player
succession policies throughout the turns (Turn Options), and the Conditions to
Win the game.

Regarding turn related rules, Turn Options describes the game settings ac-
cording to the maximum number of turns (Max Turn Count), the Player Order
and the Action Queue to be performed during a turn. The succession of players
can happen in a Static Order, which means player 3 will always play after player
2, player 2 after player 1 and so on, or it may vary according to some event
(Dynamic Order). For example, a game may give the turn to a player who has
just finished his turn if he or she has fulfilled any special conditions.

For the Movement rules, they are directly affected by the Board Type and
the organization of the Positions on the board. In Point to Point boards, where
the Positions are organized as a trail of interconnected points, the Tokens can
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only move to the Next Position adjacent to their current position. This type of
movement is known as Point to Point Movement [4,17]. If the current position
of the Token refers to more than one adjacent position, it is necessary to decide
which position the Token should be moved to. This decision is configured by the
feature Path Selection Rule, which can be: Manual, delegating to the player the
task of selecting the desired position; or Automatic, where a provided function
decides the Token location that must be sent.

Regarding the Position Selection Rule, it represents an evaluator to be pro-
vided by the game designer to validate a Position selected by the player. This
method is used in games that use the Grid Board Type, since the Positions will
not hold information on which adjacent Positions the Tokens can move to.

Finally, Condition to Win represents a collection of the winning conditions
of the game, as well as their evaluation settings. From the currently available
conditions, Reached Position refers to the act of moving a Token to a position
with a specific Position Type. Player Attribute Value and Number of Remaining
Tokens are conditions related to numerical values and they refer respectively to:
a Player Attribute, identified by an Attribute Name; or the remaining amount
of Tokens of a certain Token Type. These conditions can be evaluated for the
Highest value, Lowest value or compared with a Exact value, as described by
the feature Evaluation Option. Finally, the feature Evaluation Event defines the
moment when the evaluation of the conditions is performed. The conditions can
be evaluated for every update of the game state (On Game Update) or only once
per turn (On Turn End). In both cases, the game ends if the winner is found.
If the game ends without a winner, such as the maximum number of turns
was reached, the end game victory conditions (On Game End) are evaluated to
decide the winner.

3.2 Developing Feature Based Board Games

Once the proposed feature model is defined, it is necessary to define a develop-
ment approach for the implementation of configured board games. Several FOSD
[2] approaches have been used successfully for the development of digital games,
such as generative programming [25] and SPL instance [12]. For this work, the
game development approach consist of the definition of a Domain-Specific Lan-
guage (DSL) for the description and configuration of the proposed board game
features, as well as a generic game loop able to interpret and run the board game
configurations.

In this sense, by the proposed feature model, a DSL was defined using
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON ), where each feature was used to represent
the numeric, textual, and procedural values involved in the configuration of a
digital board game. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of a partial configuration of
the Game Flow feature and its subfeatures Actions, Rules and Game Events.

In order to provide a game loop capable of running the proposed features,
an interpreter has been developed using Javascript for the purpose of reading
and executing game actions and events, and to control the game flow defined
in a given JSON configuration file. The interpreter follows the AsKME strategy
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Fig. 4. JSON representation of a partial configuration of a board game.

for initializing and updating configured games, using the startGameStatus and
updateGameStatus functions [24]. The updateGameStatus function performs the
actions of the game, following the order queued in Action Queue (Fig. 4) and
triggering the appropriate Game Events when necessary. Each performed action
is removed from the queue, and, when there are no more actions to take, the
turn ends, the action queue is restored and the game identifies the next player.

3.3 The Board Game Client

As a presentation layer of configured board game features, a web client (Fig. 5)
was initially implemented using Phaser, an open source framework for browser
games based on HTML5 Canvas and WebGL. The user interface is divided into
three main areas. The left sidebar displays the values of the current Player
Attributes, as well as its illustrative icon and textual description (displayed on
a mouse over event). The central area displays, among other information, the
game board, drawn by Phaser on a Canvas with a resolution of 800x600 pixels.
Finally, the right sidebar displays the available Actions and feedback messages
for the player. User inputs are obtained through click events on hyperlinks on
the right sidebar, on the Tokens, or on the Positions of the board. These events
execute the updateGameStatus function of the interpreter which in turn executes
the appropriate Action according to the current state of the game. After running
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the updateGameStatus, the interpreter notifies the client to update the current
View with the new values from the current game state.

Fig. 5. Two screenshots of the Phaser client running Ludo and Checkers.

4 Results and Discussion

For the validation of the proposed board game features, two digital versions of
classic board games were implemented (Fig. 5). For the Grid board, a digital
version of the popular game Checkers was developed. This version is played by
two players on an 8x8 grid, each starting with 12 Tokens. Regular Tokens (called
men) can only move and capture enemy Tokens forward. Special Tokens (called
Kings) can both capture and move backwards. Captures are mandatory and can
be done in sequence, if possible. The winner is the player who captures all enemy
Tokens.

For the Point to Point board, a digital version of the Ludo [5] was imple-
mented. In this game, the players must guide their Tokens from their bases to
the finish line on the center of the board. The movement is controlled by a simple
six-sided die that determines how many positions a selected Token should move.
However, Tokens can only move from their starting positions if the Roll Dice
Action returns a one or six value. Also, if a player roll a six, it gets another dice
roll. And if the player roll a six for the third time in a row, the turn ends. If
a token stops at a position that contains an opposing token, the latter is “cap-
tured” and sent back to its base. If the token occupying the position is not from
the opponent, the movement is undone and the turn ends.

Considering the reuse level achieved by FOSD usage in the developed games,
some code metrics [10] were collected using the Plato code analyzer [21] for the
amount of reused code and the cyclomatic complexity. The Amount of Reuse
metric is used to evaluate and monitor the reuse improvement effort by tracking
percentages of reuse of lifecycle objects over time [10], which can be defined as
the number of reused SLOC (Source Lines of Code) of a given module divided
by the total SLOC of the system. The Cyclomatic Complexity (CC ) is used to
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Table 1. Obtained SLOC and CC metrics for Ludo and Checkers games.

Game Name Reused SLOC / Total SLOC Amount of CC / Total CC

Ludo 948/(315+948) = 75,06% 120/(23+120) = 83,91%

Checkers 948/(274+948) = 77,58% 120/(38+120) = 75,94%

measure the complexity of the code based on the number of execution flows in
the source code [19].

Table 1 shows the obtained metrics for the developed games, where the
Reused SLOC and the total CC were calculated by the sum of the respec-
tive SLOC and CC values for the Phaser client, the JSON interpreter and the
JSON configuration file. As a result, 76,32% of SLOC reuse and 79,93% of CC
reuse, on average, were obtained from the developed artifacts, confirming the
game core reusability and mantainability for the developed board games.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a feature-based approach for the development of digital
board games. It is based on a previous development effort to provide a cross-
platform product line architecture for the quiz game domain [24], but in this
case providing board game features and artifacts able to manage the game logic
represented as a game core of simple board games.

To achieve this objective, a feature model has been defined to represent rele-
vant concepts of the board game domain, along with software artifacts capable of
configuring and executing the board game dynamics in a web client. In fact, once
the components of a desired board game are identified and configured through
the proposed feature model, these can be executed by the implemented artifacts
in a client application developed for a specific platform, providing as a result
new board games for each new configured JSON file.

Regarding the Javascript interpreter for board game features, it provides an
interface to retrieve and modify the state of the board game described by the
JSON file. The client application, then, is responsible for querying the interpreter
about the information needed and to use the obtained information to present the
game using its own components. As a result, the Javascript interpreter works as
a game controller facade based on features that communicates with developed
cross-platform client applications, such as web, mobile platforms, game engines
(Unity3D, Godot) and Arduino (Johnny-Five framework), in order to provide
configured board games [24].

Digital versions of the games Ludo and Checkers were also presented in this
work. It is an important verification/validation step of this project as an attempt
to show the feasibility of the reusable artifacts to produce digital versions of clas-
sic board games. Furthermore, the obtained metrics for the developed software
artifacts (SLOC reuse and cyclomatic complexity) presented satisfactory results,
with over 76% SLOC reuse and 79% complexity reuse. However, the amount of
Javascript functions that need to be programmed in order to configure board
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game dynamics using the proposed model can compromise the maintainability
and scalability of the developed games. Thus, it is necessary to further identify
common behaviors between board games in order to build a more detailed board
game feature hierarchy. It is also need to develop more games using the proposed
artifacts to perform an improved benchmarking of metrics, as well as a better
evaluation of their reuse and expansion capabilities.

As future work, it is necessary to expand the proposed feature model to cover
more board game mechanics such as trading and collecting cards, for example.
The development of new board game clients, such as mobile, Unity3D and em-
bedded systems, along with the support for multiplayer matches, will also be
performed in the future, in order to provide a multiplayer and multiplatform
SPL for the development of digital board games.
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